
General Use

THE BASICS of LANDSCAPING

The Tools We Would Want in Our
Trailer

Wolverine 36” Landscape Rake Wolverine 18" Steel Handle Rake Wolverine Half Moon Edger

Wolverine 26" Steel Handle
Diamond Point Spade

Wolverine 30" Steel Handle 
Round Point Spade

Wolverine 29" Fiberglass Handle 
Garden Spade

Wolverine 48" Fiberglass Handle 
5" Trenching Shovel

Ox 24" & 48"
Pro Levels

Wolverine Wood Handle 24" Blue
Poly Push Broom

Wolverine 48" Wood Handle General
Purpose Steel Scoop

Ox Pro
Deadblow Hammer

Ox Trade Open Reel
165' Tape Measure

This really should be a
standard tool in any
landscaper’s trailer.

Thick, durable tines and
a perfect striking edge
when flipped over

make this rake a go-to
for soil, sand and base

material

You’d be hard pressed
to find a more effective,

durable rake for
handling any aggregate

A must-have for
landscape

maintenance or
renovation projects

If digging efficiently is
all about leverage, then
you need a shovel that
doesn’t bend, flex and
crack. Think about your

“price-per-scoop”

Sometimes the
description says it all,
but with this shovel,
what it really comes
down to is durable
construction for

longevity

Your levels should be
getting a workout every

day on site, so it’s
imperative that they are
both accurate and

sturdy. OX Pro Levels are
as tough and accurate
as it gets, keeping you
moving in the right

direction

Again, price-per-scoop.

Round point is what’s
needed for planting
quickly. Also, use the
bolt-on foot pad to

reduce fatigue on your
feet, and get better
punch out of each dig

The unsung hero of
shovels, this is a
must-have for any

project; it’s the shovel
that everyone will use
at some point in the

day

Never underestimate
the value of the right
broom. Save yourself
hours on every project
just by faster clean-up.

This is also a perfect
broom for jointing sand

in pavers

Speed up your
clean-up, because time

is money.

This is really a
must-have for every
project; modify

stubborn materials
without leaving ugly

marks

Lay out projects quickly
and accurately

$76.99 $89.99 $33.99

$89.99 $89.99 $34.99

$59.99 $59.99 $38.50

$37.80$22.18$59.25
&

$79.95

When you
see This

Click to go to a
product video



Hardscapes

MAKE PAVERS & WALLS SUBMIT

Tool Belt

KEEP YOUR FRIENDS CLOSE
AND THESE TOOLS CLOSER

$308.00 $21.13 $49.99

TUFX 6 Cubic FT Wheelbarrow
with Flat-Free Tire

Ox Trade Kneeling Board Wolverine 48" Fiberglass
Contractor Shovel

Lightweight, but still
heavy duty so you can
move product quickly
with reduced fatigue
over the course of the

project

Sometimes the
simplest things are the
most effective. Save
your knees without
losing efficiency

Move product in a
hurry, whether filling a
wheelbarrow, cleaning
up an excavated area,

or filling screed lines.
Leverage and extended
reach lend themselves
to productivity making
this shovel a must-have.

Ox 28 OZ Pro
Framing Hammer

On a landscaping site, a
good hard-hitting

hammer gets used for
just about everything,

and this one’s about as
good as it gets

$53.80

Ox Pro
10" Claw Bar

The added hammer
head on this claw bar
makes it incredibly

versatile for more than
just prying and pulling

nails

$26.25

Ox 25’ Pro
SS Tape Measure

Rigid, heavy duty, with
incredibly convenient
OX horns on the
magnetic hook

$23.95

Ox Pro Fixed Blade
Folding Knife

Compact and tough,

this knife really should
be in your tool pouch

for every job

$12.95

Ox Trade Heavy Duty
Chalk Line Reel

Simple, sturdy, and
effective. Don’t forget to
pick up the chalk for it

too!

$29.95

Ox Trade
Torpedo Level

Everything on a
landscape site hinges
on proper elevations
and slopes, so always
keep a reliable level
handy. Torpedo levels
are also perfect for
leveling wall block
front-to-back

$11.32

Ox Pro
Brick Hammer

With a clean, strong
design, this hammer is
perfect for cleaning up
cuts on pavers or walls,

creating
tumbled/split-faced
finishes, and putting
the right touch on your
hardscape project

$43.82

Ox Pro
Club Hammer

“Price-per-swing”. Why
not pound a stake or
spike in half the time?

$44.95

Ox Pro 4"
Brick Chisel

Make quick alterations
without losing a

natural-looking edge

$24.95



Ox Trade
Bench Brush

This is a simple tool to
keep walls level as
courses are added;

remove debris that can
put a row out of level

$12.47

Ox Pro Concrete
14" Diamond Blade

Price-Per-Cut. Sometimes it’s
worth it to time how long
tasks take, because the right
tool can make back a lot of
cash in a hurry. How fast is
your current blade cutting?

How long does that blade
last? Enter OX Pro Concrete

14” Diamond Blade
$124.58

OX Pro 4”
Turbo Cup Grinder

Clean up and
customize difficult cuts
quickly. Keep your
grinder handy
especially when

building walls for rapid
fine-tuning and

custom-fit projects$26.72

Ox Pro
Wood Float

Don’t use the blade of a
shovel or whatever you
have lying around to
clean up filled screed
lines; this float will get a
beautiful smooth finish
without digging in and
undoing your perfect

screed

$20.79

Ox 14" Pro Cement
Finishing Trowel

Take your trowel work
one step further and
get a crisp finish right

to every corner

$36.51

Ox Pro Combo 72"
Screed/Darby with Vial

Use the same tool for
leveling screed rails as
well as screeding sand
or base material; the
clamped handle is a
huge relief from strain

on your hands
$81.68

Pave Tool Quick-E
Screeder Package

If you have any interest
in saving time and

reducing stress on your
body, this is a must
have. Screed standing
up; then fill and trowel
your screed lines while
standing up! Save time,

save energy, save
money.

$399.75

Pave Tool Quick-E
Wall Screed

A perfect complement
to the screeder

package; level base
material for walls faster

than ever before

$220.90

Pave Tool Quick-E
Lifters Set

These lifters make
carrying pavers easier,
faster, and less painful,
which translates into
increased sustained

efficiency

$439.57

Pave Tool Quick-E
BL180 Clamp

This is perfect for
setting wall block

(especially base course)

and can be carried by
hand or used with an

excavator

$302.67

Pave Tool Quick-E
Hammer

Yet another tool that falls into
the “price-per-use” category;
install paver edging rapidly,
while greatly reducing fatigue
as well as the risk of smashed
fingers. Attach the Quick-E
Hammer into any hammer
drill that accepts an “SDS

MAX”

$199.95

Pave Tool Quick-E
Sand Plow

Create a proper setting
bed for paver edging
quickly and easily, all
while still standing up

$345.15

Pave Tool Quick-E
Tumbler

If you have to make cuts
in a wall block, you want
to make those cuts look
natural, but that can take
a lot of hammering.

Connect the Quick-E
Tumbler to your drill, and
finish the cut edge in

seconds
$389.90

PM-1 One Person
Paver Lifter

Think it’s impossible to lay
pavers from a standing

position? Think again. Suction
lifters are an innovative
advance in hardscapes

technology. Your back and
fingers will see why very
quickly. Save time, save

energy, save money. Simple.
$698.00

Wolverine 8" x 8"
Dirt Tamp

Don’t let base prep fail
because corners and
tight spaces are not
properly compacted

$94.50

https://youtu.be/r2eZUJjmcLI
https://youtu.be/0AhR3Dr7l8s
https://youtu.be/48AVlIxiYMM
https://youtu.be/e5D0EC-Z77U
https://youtu.be/e5D0EC-Z77U
https://youtu.be/UQgDyV0b1y4
https://youtu.be/ZXQ7YFKkb5A
https://youtu.be/9uzPBeQpWoU
https://youtu.be/9uzPBeQpWoU
https://youtu.be/48AVlIxiYMM
https://youtu.be/ZXQ7YFKkb5A
https://youtu.be/ZLVYmAthFRg
https://youtu.be/r2eZUJjmcLI
https://youtu.be/ZLVYmAthFRg
https://youtu.be/UQgDyV0b1y4
https://youtu.be/0AhR3Dr7l8s


Pave Tech Heavy
Duty Base Rake

A standard 36” landscape
rake is great, but for

moving base material and
larger aggregates around,

a base rake will perform
much more effectively.
Plus, picking rocks out of
rake tines isn’t exactly a

money maker.
$107.10

Pave Tech
Paver Adjuster

Paving stone looks
amazing when it’s done...

unless straight sections
are crooked. Go back and
make sure with a Paver

Adjuster.

$182.00

Pave Tech Paver
Square Set

24” and 48” squares for
greatly improved

accuracy in layout and
execution; both fold
up for easy compact

storage

$182.00

Pave Tech
Wedgie Marker

Cuts on curved walls
and borders can be

tedious to mark out, but
this is one way to speed

up the process
immensely

$107.80

Pave Tech 10 Pack
Paver Marker

Stop sharpening pencils
and buying new markers

every week. Paver
markers make marking
easy and accurate, and
never need sharpening

$21.00

Pave Tech Wall
Mallet & Paver Mallet

Save energy and
achieve results using
much less effort and
time. Let the mallet do

the work. Faster.

$126.00
&

$84.00

https://youtu.be/pekZw-npT5Y
https://youtu.be/BmnuzbO2-YA
https://youtu.be/pekZw-npT5Y
https://youtu.be/BmnuzbO2-YA

